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Issue Category Day Part Time Topic/Focus Group Program Content

Health/Welfare/Safety 10/2/2023 10/2/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min FEMA/FCC Emergency Alert 

System Test

Alerted listeners to test from FEMA and FCC to occur on Wednesday, 

October 4th at 2:20pm that will be sent to all phones.

Political Issues 10/9/2023 10/9/2023 The Morning Cruise 10 min Conflict in Israel Discussed the tragedies that occurred over the weekend in Israel as 

Hamas attacked and took hostages in the Gaza Strip. Prayed and 

highlighted FIRM Israel (Fellowship of Israel Related Ministries) with 

the work they do to bring the Gospel to the people of Israel.

Consumer 10/11/2023 10/11/2023 The Morning Cruise 5 min Amazon Subscribe and Save Highlighted the Subscribe and Save feature on Amazon during 

Amazon Prime Days which allows for Prime members to make 

purchases of items on a regular (monthly) basis while allowing for 

additional savings. Warned that the feature charges the last card on 

file so if multiple cards are used on your account it could pull from the 

wrong card.

Family Values 10/12/2023 10/12/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "The Creator." The  movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual 

elements, violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, 

and the movie's positive elements. This movie contains compelling, 

cautionary messages about technology, but there are some profanity 

and violence. So, it was rated a 2 out of 5 for family friendliness.
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Family Values 10/18/2023 10/18/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min Bent Key Kids Programming Shared childrens programming options from Bent Key/ Daily Wire that 

offers "culturally agenda free programming" as a streaming service

Family Values 10/19/2023 10/19/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Taylor Swift: The Eras Tour." 

The  movie was reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on 

language, spiritual elements, violence, perceived negative content, 

drug and alcohol use, and the movie's positive elements. This movie 

contains compelling, cautionary messages about friendships and 

family relationships, but there is some profanity and sexual 

innuendos. So, it was rated a 2 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Family Values 10/23/2023 10/23/2023 The Morning Cruise 3 min Do You Wonder Why - Child 

Evangelism Fellowship

Shared video from Child Evangelism Fellowship that helps families 

answer tough questions from and for smaller children.

Family Values 10/26/2023 10/26/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Five Nights At Freddy's." The  

movie was reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, 

spiritual elements, violence, perceived negative content, drug and 

alcohol use, and the movie's positive elements. This movie contains 

compelling, cautionary messages about family and heroism, but there 

is some violence and profanity. So, it was rated a 2 out of 5 for family 

friendliness.

Consumer 11/1/2023 11/1/2023 The Morning Cruise 5 min Meta New Payment Plan Highlighted plans of Meta to implement a subscription-based ad-free 

platform in Europe with plans to expand further.

Education 11/1/2023 11/1/2023 The Morning Cruise 6 min New Phone School Policy Discussed implementation of new laws in Florida that bans the usage 

of cell phones in public schools during classtime. One school was 

highlighted in a story by The New York Times

Consumer 11/6/2023 11/6/2023 The Morning Cruise 3 min FDA tips on Turkey Leftovers Shared recommendations from the FDA on what to do with 

Thanksgiving leftovers.

Government/Media/Politics 11/10/2023 11/10/2023 The Morning Cruise 3 min Veterans Day Shared that Veterans Day happens on a Saturday this year and 

acknowledged the significance of the day and the importance of 

recognizing the service of our veterans.

Government/Media/Politics 11/10/2023 11/10/2023 The Morning Cruise 5 min Prayer Room in Congress Carmen shared that she was surprised to learn about a prayer room 

that is available and often used by members of Congress.

Consumer 11/15/2023 11/15/2023 The Morning Cruise 2 min Roto Rooter Thanksgiving Tips Roto Rooter shared how the day after Thanksgiving is one of the 

busiest days for plumbers. To help with this issue, they shared some 

tips on what not to put down the garbage disposal.



Family Values 11/16/2023 11/16/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "The Hunger Games: The 

Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes." The  movie was reviewed for family 

friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, violence, 

perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie contains compelling, cautionary 

messages about family, compassion, and morale, but there is some 

violence and profanity. So, it was rated a 2 out of 5 for family 

friendliness.

Consumer 11/21/2023 11/21/2023 The Morning Cruise 3 min Amazon Scams Amazon urged consumers to be aware of  2 different scams using 

their platform, which includes fake emails from Amazon about account 

suspension and a phone call or text asking Amazon Prime members 

to confirm or cancel some services.

Health/Welfare/Safety 11/27/2023 11/27/2023 The Morning Cruise 5 min iPhone NameDrop Feature With new updates available on iPhones, shared how law enforcement 

officials are discouraging consumers from allowing a new 

"NameDrop" feature to be used on their phones which allows for the 

transfer of contact information simply by putting 2 iPhones next to 

each other.

Government/Media/Politics 12/7/2023 12/7/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min Pearl Harbor Day Acknowledged the anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor and how 

the events of 9/11 carry a similar emotion among Americans.

Family Values 12/8/2023 12/8/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "The Boy and The Heron." The  

movie was reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, 

spiritual elements, violence, perceived negative content, drug and 

alcohol use, and the movie's positive elements. This movie contains 

compelling, cautionary messages about family, redemption, and 

companionship, but there is some violence and profanity. So, it was 

rated a 3.5 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Consumer 12/12/2023 12/12/2023 The Morning Cruise 6 min Holiday Online Fraud Highlighted online scams that ramp up during the holidays including 

requests from fake charities, fraudulent communications about 

delivery scams, online shopping scams and fake gift cards. Typically, 

these scams target the retired population.



Family Values 12/14/2023 12/14/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Wonka." The  movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual 

elements, violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, 

and the movie's positive elements. This movie contains compelling, 

cautionary messages about family and sacrifice, but there is some 

mild violence and profanity. So, it was rated a 3 out of 5 for family 

friendliness.

Family Values 12/21/2023 12/21/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Migration." The  movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual 

elements, violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, 

and the movie's positive elements. This movie contains compelling, 

cautionary messages about family and adventure, but there is some 

mild bathroom humor. So, it was rated a 4.5 out of 5 for family 

friendliness.


